
Rural Task Force 

      

You will see from the below report that the team have been busy  addressing  Rural, Wildlife, 

Environmental and Heritage Crimes. The team continues to work closely with not only our 

colleauges within the police but also our  partners from other agencies.  

As we enter the lambing season  livestock worrying incidents  continue to be reported, all 

such incidents are investigated by the Rural Task Force, utilising where possible DNA evidence  

to support prosecutions. I am fully aware that these incidents are very distressing to all 

involved  and dog owners are reminded to keep their dog on a lead  when around livestock. 

You will note that theft of machinery  and other items from rural locations remain prevailent. 

I would like to take this opportunity to remind everyone  to regularly review their security  

ensuring sheds/ barns are locked and secure when  not in use.  Please remember to  record 

and mark  all  property serial numbers  so these can be passed to the police if you become a 

victim of crime. 

Farm watch membership continues to grow and has proved a great asset for the team and 

rural community. Anyone interested in joining your local group please email the RTF at 

rural.task.force@kent.police.uk . 

 

PS  Darren Walshaw  

 

 

 

 

 

Here is a snapshot of the work carried out by the Rural Task Force over the last 2 months.  
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Rural Theft 
 
The Forestry Commission contacted RTF regarding an abandoned Tunnissen Woodchipper 
that was discovered by their officers in a wood, this was suspected stolen. The machine was 
located and seized with enquires on-going to locate owner. 
 

 
 
A Shotgun was stolen from a motor vehicle in Bell Lane, Smarden.  Victim reported seeing a 
silver Ford Fiesta with 3 occupants.  RTF responded to a call from two persons claiming they 
have found a firearm in Frittenden.  On arrival the story given to the RTF officers was 
inconsistent.   Firearm recovered and confirmed to be the stolen one. Both males were 
arrested, and the shotgun recovered. 
 
 
Report over FarmWatch of an Attempt Theft in Progress of Plant Machinery in Fawkham, 
West Kent. A suspect van was identified.  RTF deployed along with local officers who located 
the vehicle in Hever Road, West Kingsdown. Victim stated the Hiab arm on the truck was 
over the fence line attempting to steal a metal trough and other farm equipment when 
disturbed and the vehicle left the scene. There were two males in the stopped vehicle, and 
both were arrested on suspicion of theft and their vehicle seized. In the footwell of the 
vehicle were battery operated angle grinders and snips. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



RTF officers located in woods near Ashford a confirmed Stolen IFOR Williams Trailer along 
with gardening equipment and a Generator. The Trailer and gardening equipment had been 
identified as being stolen from on 04/01/2022. Enquiries are continuing in relation to the 
Stolen Generator.  
 

 
 
 
Rural Burglary in Hawkhurst whereby around £50,000 worth of vehicles and tools and 
machinery has been stolen. Offence took place on the 7th January between 1930-2200hrs. 
Details of stolen property circulated to partner enforcement agencies and rural community in 
attempt to recover or establish lines of enquiry. 
 

                     
 

 
 



A 5 tonne Kubota Excavator was stolen from Denstead Lane, valued between £35,000 - 
£40,000. The Machine was working in South Blean Woods in a Forest. The Excavator was 
stolen from the middle of the Woods and driven around half a mile, through a mud bog at 
least two metres deep, across Primrose Hill into an Orchard, where it has tracked through 
the Orchard out to Denstead Lane. There it appears to have been loaded onto a low loader, 
which has left the area heading towards the A28 at Chartham. The Excavator is an orange 
Kubota KX057-4 Digger, 5 ton.  
 

 
 
A Stolen Mercedes Sprinter van located  by RTF officers hidden in Hemsted Forest, this was 
stolen from the Cranbrook area following report on FarmWatch. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
RTF Officers attempted to stop a grey Vauxhall Astra Estate, on the A20 in Harrietsham, 
Maidstone, however, the vehicle made off into Hollingbourne and crashed on Hollingbourne 
Hill. The vehicle contained two male occupants. The front seat passenger was arrested after 
being detained in the vehicle. The driver made off on foot across a field, but subsequently 
he was located and arrested shortly after. The vehicle was searched and several Chainsaws, 
Strimmers and Hedge Trimmers were located that could not be accounted for, so both 
males were arrested on Suspicion of Theft, and the driver was also arrested for Failing to 
Stop and Dangerous Driving. The vehicle was recovered, all seized items seized. 
 

 
 
 
An Ifor William's horsebox was stolen and local CCTV footage showed a suspicious couple of 
males seen paying attention prior to theft. Suspects have returned at 0300hrs Wednesday 
night, broken through fence and dragged trailer out. Items seized from scene used in crime. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
As part of a national week of action; identified as Op Goldjuno, the RTF and other Kent 
Police teams worked alongside Environmental Agency, Local Authority Waste Enforcement 
Teams, UK Power Network and British Telecom security teams and visited several scrap and 
metal recycling sites to check for the handling and processing of stolen metal and catalytic 
converter thefts. This took place from the 10th to the 16th February. Stolen cable was 
identified as stolen from UK Power Networks at a scrap yard in the Medway area and seized 
with enquiries continuing to identify who took the cable to the site. Another site in Swale 
was found to be illegally burning waste and the Environmental Agency are taking 
enforcement action. 
 

        
 
 
Theft from barn in Stelling Minnis. The total value of this break is estimated to be in the 

region of £25,000, with stolen items including a Kubota X-900-C, an Ifor Williams Tipping 

Trailer, a Wacker Plate and power tools, including Chain Saws and Hedge Cutters. Offender 

(s) have accessed the land via a track from main road to a paddock behind the Barn. The 

have driven a 4x4 vehicle with substantial off-road tyres across the paddock to a fence line, 

which has been cut and down the side of the Barn. They have then forced a metal framed 

door to the right hand side of the main roller shutter door and entered the Barn. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Maidstone Council reported a covert CCTV Camera being stolen. Suspect seen on Camera, 
removing it from an attached post, resulting in Council Staff locating the male who drove off 
at speed. Maidstone Council Officers followed the vehicle, calling 999 and RTF direct. The 
vehicle was initially lost in the Walderslade area, however, an area search was conducted 
and vehicle stopped in Yarrow Road, Chartham where the driver arrested for theft.  
 
 
Theft of Ifor Williams Horse Box from Dover area. The Horsebox was in a Paddock on a farm 
which is one of several Horse Paddocks at the location. Offender (s) have cut the fence line 
and driven a 4x4 across the field before hitching it up and towing it back out onto the road.  
 

 
 

 
 
OP GALILEO (POACHING) 
 
A red Honda CR-V activated ANPR in the Faversham area and was subsequently located in 
Challock and stopped. The vehicle was reported to the RTF on 02/12/21 having been 
involved in a Poaching incident in Upper Hardres, Canterbury, whereby the occupants were 
seen shinning a lamp out of the window. The vehicle had not been taxed since October 
2021, with driver claiming he had purchased the vehicle two weeks before. Due to the Tax 
the vehicle was seized, and a CLE2/6 was issued. 
 

 

 
 
 
 



A Mercedes was stopped at Detling Hill after reports that it was involved in hare coursing on 
the Isle of Sheppey. Vehicle had 2 lurcher type dogs in it and the male driver was 
accompanied by a 10-year-old boy. They confirmed they had been at the site but were only 
walking their dogs. Limited evidence that male involved in poaching albeit its highly likely he 
was in the fields coursing or preparing to do so with his dogs.  The driver and the vehicle 
were searched but nothing else found other than the two lurcher dogs.  Driver was dealt 
with for having no tax for the vehicle. The driver was issued with a Community Protection 
Warning reference his suspected hare coursing activity.  

 
Following reports of suspected poaching in Raspberry Hill, Iwade a white Ford Transit 
flatbed was found parked on the industrial estate at Kingsferry Road, Iwade. Two males had 
been seen to leave this vehicle and enter private land with two dogs and were suspected to 
be poaching.  The vehicle was unlocked and was searched.  On the rear of the van was a 
dead rabbit.  This was stiff and cold and it was unclear when it had died. A short time later 
the two males were witnessed walking from private land with two dogs off leads. Both males 
were searched.  The males were found in possession of a catapult and ball bearings. One of 
the males was arrested for breaching a Community Protection Notice (CPN ) preventing him 
having a catapult and for being in the company of persons with dogs and the second male 
issued a Community Protection Warning. 

 
A blue Daihatsu Terios was stopped on the A249 Maidstone as the vehicle was seen acting 
suspiciously around rural locations and suspected to have been involved in hare coursing in 
the past. The driver claimed he had come from Sittingbourne where the vehicle had been 
parked overnight near to the train station and that he had purchased the vehicle on Monday 
on FaceBook Market place. The vehicle was in poor repair and inside was muddy as though 
it had been used off road and coursing. Vehicle was seized no tax. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Landowner in Deal was threatened, and threats made to burn down his barn when he 
confronted two males with long dogs suspected to be hare coursing on his farm land. RTF 
deployed to the area with the drone, extensive area search conducted but no trace of the 
males.   
 
 

Two males were stopped leaving the scene of reported hare coursing. A witness saw them 

with five dogs trespassing on land off of Queenborough Road Isle of Sheppey. The males 

were searched and interviewed under caution after being located at BP petrol station 

Queenborough. The males were then followed back to their vehicle that was parked 10 

minutes away. Located in the front door bins and centre console ball bearings and small 

stones suitable to be used in a catapult for offences of poaching, lamping. These items were 

siezed and both males were issued with a 7 forces Op Galileo Community Protection 

Warning.  

                      

 
 

 

Wildlife  

RTF responded to a report of a primate sigthed in Waltham area. Liaised with local wildlife 

and zoos. Search of area with thermal drone failed to locate primate. 

 

RTF obtained a search warrant following information by the RSPCA that the occupants of a 
flat in Gravesend were trapping wild birds in their garden and keeping them. RTF attended 
with RSPCA and located and seized two wild birds and the RSPCA interviewed occupier at 
scene, he was issued with a caution. 

 

 



Report of Habitat destruction at Woodlands in Marden where a pre-existing campsite was 
being expanded beyond any planning consent and clearing large areas of woodlands without 
permissions in place. Officers attended and video captured the site as it currently stands and 
spoke with workers on site and the site manager on duty who all claimed to be doing 
clearance work to private land and that they didn’t require any permissions to do so.  They 
stated that clearance was for the erection of 10 Yurt glamping pods and that the work 
needed to be completed by March 2022 for the new season. A site inspection was completed 
but no obvious signs of badgers sets could be found, the pond on site was in a poor 
condition but remained untouched and not disturbed, trees on site being cleared were 
previously fallen and no new tree cuttings had taken place.  BWV capture completed and 
Planning Enforcement at MBC updated. 
 

    
 

Livestock 

2 Dogue De Bordeau and a female captured walking by CCTV near to location of Livestock 

attack One mauled dead sheep. There is a media appeal to identify suspect. 

        
 

 

 



Report via Farmwatch where farmer found 3 dead sheep, one drowned in stream and two 

mauled by a dog. No enquiries with the carcases as disposed prior to police knowledge. 

 

 

Farmer in the Cuxton area has suffered multiple attacks on his sheep with two terrier type 

dogs indentified as being involved. These dogs are suspected to be local.  RTF have 

swabbed the injured sheep and have attended a local address and identified a possible 

owner for the dogs responsible who will be interviewed for these offences. 

 

Animal Welfare 

RTF assisted RSPCA with entry to an address in Medway when an occupier has left the 

property leaving 2 pet rabbits in the hutch in the garden. The rabbits had unfortunately 

died. The dead rabbits were seized. No other animals could be seen.  A stolen moped was 

also located on the front garden and was seized by PCSO. RSPCA pursuing Animal Welfare 

offence.  

 

 
 



 
Joint visit with RSPCA regarding animal welfare concerns at an Animal Rescue Centre being 
run at a residential address. Social media feeds regarding the Centre showed, a seal pup 
and swans being kept at the location where issues with the animals’ environment were 
raised. Once inside the premises the rear garden of the property was full of captive wild 
animals and some were not being kept in appropriate conditions and being kept beyond 
what was deemed necessary. 4 birds were seized; 2 Kestral, a sparrow hawk and a 
chaffinch and seal pup that was 4 weeks old. All were in need medical assistance. 5 
improvement warning notices were issued for the rest of the animals at the location, 2 with 
immediate effect for release of the birds.  
 

 

 

RTF assisted RSPCA with a follow up visit to this Animal Rescue Centre to review the 

Improvement Notices served previously. These were not complied with and further 31 

animals were seized including swans, a buzzard, a kestrel, and hedgehogs. 

 

 
Report of Bat habitat destruction at a residential location at Hythe, Egologist consulted who 
under took the original survey at the location and indicated concern around the amount of 
work that had been undertaken on site. Contact made with the homeowner and advised not 
to carry out any further work on site without first consulting with an egologist. Enquires 
made with Natural England and the Bat Conservation Trust and the owner will be 
interviewed in relation to work carried out on the site.   
 
 

 

 
 
 



Officers from RTF, Folkestone CPT, Folkestone District Council and RSPCA attended a farm 
in East Kent in relation to allegations to Animal Welfare issues, suspected stolen dogs and 
puppy farming offences. 68 dogs located on site and owners looking at potential offences 
from various Investigations teams.  
 

   

 

 
As a result of a joint Search Warrant at a residential address in Chatham between Kent 
Police and RSPCA assisted by RTF and Medway Community Policing Team. 2 dogs were 
seized under Section 18 of the Animal Welfare Act as there was evidence of unnecessary 
suffering offence being committed.  RSPCA to lead the ongoing investigation. 
  

   

 

Officers from the Rural Task Force attended Chatham address with RSPCA Inspectors 
following concerns around conditions of living and animal welfare concerns. There were 3 
occupants at the address. Located in the address was a 5-year-old Female Staffie Cross, and 
a 2 year old female rabbit. Also located was an Albino Python and a female lizard.  RSPCA 
issued Improvements Notices that will be monitored. The address was very unclean, and the 
animals were kept in the bedrooms of the address. Local Housing Authority and Medway 
CSU have been updated with the visit.  
 

 

 

 

 



Heritage 

RTF Specials were on patrol around the Manston area when they came across several 
vehicles parked by the side of a farm and several persons in the field metal detecting. 
Enquiries made with the landowner who confirmed group had permission to be on his land 
metal detecting.  

 

Environmental Crime & Fly Tipping (Op 

Assist) 

RTF deployed with Maidstone Council Enforcement Officers on the 13th January on a pre-

planned Op Assist. 8 Vehicles were stopped resulting in 2 vehicles being seized for no Waste 

carrier Licence offences. One of the vehicles seized was a target vehicle for the day. A £400 

FPN was issued for no Waste Transfer Notes and 1 Traffic Offence Report for an Insecure 

Load offence. 

       

            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



On the 20th January, RTF supported a Multi-Agency fly tipping Operation with Sevenoaks 
Council, Sevenoaks Community Policing Team, Environmental Agency, and Kent Police 
Vehicle Examiners.  A few miles into Orpington; Metropolitan Police held a secondary check 
site. With partners from EA, BT Open Reach, DVSA, CVU and local council officers.  
RTF deployed in a Car and a motorbike, CPT in two marked and one unmarked response 
vehicle. Met Police deployed numerous officers, both PC and PCSO, a mobile ANPR van and 
several Marked and Unmarked response vehicles for their site. Skip hire site visits were also 
being carried out into investigation cross border waste carrying offences. Numerous vehicles 
stopped regarding potential waste offences, with 1 vehicle seized for no insurance, 2 traffic 
offence reports completed, suspect of assault on Surrey Parking Enforcement Officer 
stopped and waste offences dealt with by EA and Council Enforcement Team.  
  

   
 
Met Police Static Check Site 
 

 
 

RTF investigating a large-scale fly tipping incident on 18th January 2022 at, Wormshill, 
Sittingbourne. Landowner described the suspect vehicle to be 8-wheeler HGV 
Mercedes/possible grab lorry with a white cab and Black body with “Construction Road” 
written on the side. Enquiries have located the suspect vehicle and linked it to not only the 
waste offence but Operator Licence offences.  The vehicle was later stopped, and the driver 
is being investigated for the Fly Tipping offence and is also being investigated by VOSA for 
Operator Licence breaches. 
 

   
 
 
 



 
 
A white Ford Transit panel van was located at Ash, with 3 males loading scrap metal into the 
back. Checks against the driver showed the vehicle was not insured, so it was seized. The 
Dover District Council Environmental Crime Team were contacted and informed regarding 
Waste Carrying Offences, which are also being investigated. 

 

    
 
 

 
 
 
Officers stopped an LDV van at Minster Services in Thanet as the vehicle was full of scrap 
waste. Driver stated he was collecting the waste for a company in Canterbury and produced 
Waste Carriers licence. Driver stated he was taking the waste back to Essex tonight and will 
depositing it tomorrow.  
 

 

 

 



Op Assist at Canterbury and Thanet on 3rd February with Council Waste Enforcement Teams. 

A £400 FPN was issued by TDC and the driver was also dealt with for driving offence and 

vehicle seized for no insurance. Another vehicle was seized for No Tax with the driver linked 

to rogue trading offences, and another vehicle stopped in Margate resulted in the driver 

being arrested for Drug Driving and possession of Drugs. 

   

       

 

RTF Officers stopped a Mercedes Grab Lorry on the A2070 in Ashford. There were two males 

in the vehicle. Both known to Police. Due to the lorry being full of garden waste and trees it 

was taken to the DVSA Checksite to be examined. It was explained to the driver the reason 

for the stop was around Waste Transfers and large-scale fly-tipping happening in Kent. 

Driver produced a waste carriers’ licence but in the name of another person. Ashford 

Borough Council were contacted who then attended and issued a producer to the Driver 

with the view of a FPN to value of £300 being issued after 7 days. DVSA conducted a full 

inspection of the vehicle. They will be interviewing Driver and due to the number of offences 

he has committed the offences will be dealt with through summons to court. The lorry was 

prohibited from moving for 48 hours due to driving hours offences.  

 



 

Op Assist at Gravesham and Tonbridge & Malling on 8th February with Council Waste 

Enforcement Teams. During the day one person was stopped and checks revealed wanted 

for FTA Warrant and was subsequently arrested, 2 vehicles seized for no tax and another 

vehicle was seized as suspected stolen. 

      

 

 

A white Ford Transit stopped at Sheephurst Lane, Marden. There were two male occupants.  

In the rear was scrap metal and some led flashing. Driver stated he collected from a friend 

in Kingswood and going to local scrap dealer. Maidstone Council Waste Team have been 

updated and will be sending out Producer Document to the Driver. 

 

 

 

 



Op Assist at Medway and Ashford on 9th February with Council Waste Enforcement Teams. 

During the course of the day one male was arrested on a FTA Warrant and for Disqualified 

Driving (had been arrested on 4 previous occasions for same offence), 1 vehicle seized for 

no insurance and another vehicle seized as suspected stolen, and 6 vehicles were issued 

Production Notices for carrying waste. In addition two sites were visited in the Ashford area 

where illegal fly tipping is suspected to be taken place and the landowner interviewed. 

     

 

Other Business 

RTF assisted Dover CPT at a residential address in Deal in executing a Misuse of Drugs Act 

at the address. Over 120 Cannabis Plants located.  Two persons at the address were 

arrested.  

RTF attempted to stop a black Volkswagen Caddy Van in Waterfall Road, Hothfield, Ashford, 
however the vehicle made off at speed towards the village of Hothfield and subsequently 
onto the A20 towards Maidstone. Two further RTF vehicles managed to assist, and the 
vehicle was stopped a short distance later. Driver failed a roadside Drug Wipe and was 
arrested for that offence and fail to stop and dangerous driving. Driver was only occupant of 
vehicle. Driver was arrested. 
 

 

 

 
 



A silver Vauxhall Vectra was seen to drive onto the forecourt of the petrol station with a 
young child not correctly restrained in the vehicle. Officer have performed checks on the 
vehicle, and it has shown as being uninsured and was seized. He was issued a Traffic 
Offence Report for no insurance and for having a child over three not correctly restrained 
with in the vehicle.  
 

 

 

Assisted at the scene of a 2x Vehicle, non-injury RTC at the A21 Kipping’s Cross.  Vehicle 1 

travelling A21 London bound, lost control in poor weather conditions leaving the 

carriageway passing across the central reservation and into the path of Vehicle 2 travelling 

in the opposite direction.  Significant damage to vehicle 1 and roadside furniture, Assistance 

required to administer Breath samples and drugs wipes, plus assist with traffic and clean-up 

of the site. 

 

Located a stolen vehicle after ANPR activations in Canterbury. Vehicle stolen by means of 
over hirer from Greater Manchester Police (GMP). Driver identified through Live scan after 
provided false ID.  Transpired driver did not hold insurance and Traffic Offence Report at 
the roadside issued and vehicle seized for no insurance and against retention for the theft 
marker. GMP updated accordingly.  Vehicle was a BMW 135i M-Sport Valued at £40,000. 
 

 



RTF Specials were first on scene to a serious RTC on A249 Sittingbourne. Mini Cooper 

involved in the accident, had left the nearside carriageway off a bank, into the field behind 

the construction yard for the A249 improvements scheme. Driver was located by in a ditch, 

and was unresponsive, having appeared to have been ejected from the vehicle during the 

accident. The male casualty was lifted from the ditch, onto flat ground, to carry out 

emergency care. Once moved, it could be seen that the male appeared to have shattered 

right arm, multiple rib fractures and severe head injury. He was barely conscious, 

responding with sounds only, and unable to formulate any words. SC Jamieson made use of 

his emergency first responder course skills and using emergency first responder kit managed 

to open the male’s airways to keep him breathing. SECAS arrived on scene shortly after and 

took over emergency medical care. Officers searched the area with KFRS to ensure no other 

persons had been involved in the incident and were lying unnoticed elsewhere in the field. It 

was confirmed the male was the only person involved. Officers and KFRS assisted SECAS 

with lighting, casualty care and removal of casualty from point of injury to land ambulance 

which had moved into the construction yard for the A249 junction improvements. Male was 

then removed to Air Ambulance and flown to King’s Hospital in London to receive ongoing 

trauma medical care.  

A grey Seat Leon was seen on The Street, Upchurch travelling in the opposite 
direction.  Patrol turned around to stop it and the vehicle was seen driving into Twinney 
Lane at speed and continued to make off. Sighting was lost and the vehicle was then 
located crashed into a hedge and occupants had decamped from vehicle into an 
orchard.  Dog Unit attended and tracked but did not locate persons.  Vehicle smelled 
strongly of cannabis and approximately £300 of cannabis was in three locations within the 
vehicle.  This included a plastic ziplock food bag, which was full, a small wrap and a small 
glass jar, which was also full.  Also in the vehicle was £40, a Provisional Driving Licence and 
a Halifax bank card in the same name.  All of these items were seized, and the vehicle was 
recovered.  The addresses linked to the licence and bank card were attended and there are 
new occupants living there who are not connected to the male’s details from the 
licence.  Officers also attended another address in Hempstead.  The sought male was 
present and claimed that he had sold the car earlier in the day to an unknown male.  He 
claimed that he must have left his bank card in the vehicle and that the DL must have been 
an old one.  He is currently disqualified from driving and no insurance was shown as held for 
the vehicle.  Male was dealt with for offences. 
 

 
 

 

 



 

On the 17th January RTF worked with Sussex and Hants Police on a pre-planned operation 

on the Sussex border that involved a static road check site and two mobile patrols until the 

early hours of the morning. Rural Officers from Sussex and Kent patrolled both sides of the 

border with a blended approach to re-enforce the joint working element for the operation. 

 
A white Ford Transit Panel Van was seen travelling through Hothfield, and initially Failed to 
Stop, making off towards Charing. Vehicle was subsequently stopped a short time after. 
There was a male driver and female passenger. Driver failed roadside Breath Test and was 
arrested. The vehicle was searched and scrapped located within, followed by vehicle being 
seized for No Insurance. 
 

 

 

RTF assisted with an arrest request from Ashford Division for outstanding violent offender 

who was outstanding for GBH that occurred overnight at Tufton St Ashford. Suspect located 

and arrested, and a search carried out at the suspect’s Home address. Clothing seized from 

the offence and pepper spray also located at the address and seized. 

A suspicious white Ford Focus was seen in the area shortly after a burglary. RTF deployed to 
the A251 following an ANPR activation and the vehicle was located and stopped driving 
towards Faversham. There were two males’ occupants. Both males and the vehicle were 
searched, however nothing was located. After making enquiries reference the burglary it 
was established there was no direct evidence to link the vehicle to the Offence. The vehicle 
was however seized for No Tax. 
 

 



 

RTF were tasked to find a male in the Gravesend area who was wanted for a Sexual Assault 

of a female under 13 years of age. The male was located and conveyed to Custody. 

A white Ford Transit van with distinctive sign writing was stopped in Maidstone. The Driver 
is provisional Licence holder only. The vehicle was heavily weighed down. In the rear was 
approximately 2 ton of rubble roofing waste. Driver stated he was taking it to his home 
address later for the garden. In the vehicle various work invoices ranging from £3000 to 
£20000 of work carried out by the company. Vehicle was seized and the driver dealt with for 
traffic offences. 
 
A white Vauxhall Combo displaying was stopped at Rochester Crescent, Hoo, Medway. 
Driver admitted straight away that he had no driving licence. Due to previous Intelligence 
that he was involved in Drug Supply a Section 23 Misuse of Drugs Act search was conducted 
on his person and the van to which was negative. A roadside Drug wipe was also negative. 
Driver was reported at the roadside for Disqualified Driving, No Insurance and No Tax and 
the vehicle was seized.  

 

 

Court Results 

PC Sutton stopped a vehicle on the 29th May 2021 and reported the Driver for the following 

traffic offences;  

Use a Motor Vehicle on a road without valid insurance 

Use a Motor Vehicle on a road without valid Test certificate. 

Fraudulently use a Registration Mark 

Richard Peter Smith was sentenced at Court on the 4th January 2022 

No Insurance – Fine £100. Disqualified for 6 months 

No Test Certificate – Fine £33 

Fraud Plates – Fine £66 

Costs are £119 

 

 

 

 



 

PC Pennicott spotted a suspicious vehicle when an object was thrown from the window. 

Vehicle indicated to stop but it drove off. Following brief pursuit vehicle stopped and the 

driver was arrested for the following offences; 

Drug Driving (Cocaine)  

Driving whilst Disqualified 

No Insurance 

Failing to Stop 

Fraudulent Number Plate 

Nathan Johnson was sentenced at Court on the 23rd February 2022 

12 weeks custody suspended for 2 years. Fine £400. Disqualified from Driving for 3 years. 

Costs & SC £213 

 

 

Kind regards, Rural Task Force  

07870 252185 or darren.walshaw@kent.police.uk 

Follow the team on Twitter @ Kent Police Rural  

Team Email : rural.task.force@kent.police.uk 
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